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T1 his is the second of two papers presenting laboratory observations of small amounts of various
gases that may occur in the atmospheres of the
planets. In this paper are spectra of several hydro
carbons and H2S in the spectral region of the lead
sulfide detector (1.0-2.6 microns). The observations
were made with the same scanning spectrometer
(described by Kuiper, et al. 1962) that was used for
the spectra in Paper I of this series (Kuiper and
Cruikshank 1964). The information on the labora
tory apparatus given here also applies to Paper I.

The absorption cells used in the laboratory were
all single-pass tubes made of glass or, for non-cor
rosive gases, galvanized iron. Windows of glass or
Suprasil (Englehard Industries, Inc.) were used, as
well as glass lenses. An incandescent laboratory lamp
was used for illumination. The spectrum was scanned
at three different rates. For an initial reconnaissance,
a scan was made in two increments (1.0-1.9 microns
and 1.9-2.6 microns) at a rate of 5/1, which cor
responds to 7.5 A per sec and 495 A per in. on the
original records. The two spectral regions were then
traced at a scan rate of 12.5/1 corresponding to 3 A
per sec and 198 A per in. on the original records.
For spectral regions containing bands of particular
interest, higher resolution tracings were made with
a scan rate of 25/1, corresponding to 1.5 A per sec
and 99 A per in. on the original records. The time

constant was one second in all cases. The lead sul
fide detector was 0.1 x 2.5 mm in dimension. The
spectrometer slit was 0.18 mm wide. A grating with
600 lines per millimeter and blazed for 1.6 microns
first order was used. In the spectral range 1.0-1.9
microns a Corning 2540 filter was used, and in the
range 1.9-2.6 microns, a Bausch and Lomb inter
ference filter.

Assignments were recorded only for C2H2 (Herz-
berg 1945, p. 290). Extensive references listed by
Herzberg give additional information on band assign
ments.

This work is part of the spectroscopic studies at
LPL and is sponsored by NASA under grant NsG
61-161.
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